My name is Matthew Kershaw, I am from Sheffield, a self-employed gardener working with 2 other selfemployed gardeners in about 100 gardens in the area. I live in Chesterfield, have a partner and young son
and 2 allotments. I do care work (mainly during the Winter) when garden work can be quieter.
I took the remains of my exams in February and am waiting for the results now. I do think it was right to
delay my exams, so hopefully I will do ok.
The award was for £500 and allowed me to take my level 2 Principles of Horticulture at Askham Bryan
College. I did the 2 years, travelling most weeks from Sheffield as it was the nearest provider.
I thoroughly enjoyed the first year and learned a lot. The second year had parts that were useful, but was not
as informative as I had hoped... It has woken up the love of horticultural learning in me though, and I am
now starting my level 3 RHS by correspondence course and booked onto a herbicides and pesticide spraying
course ar Askham Bryan College.
The course has definitely changed my view of gardening. I think a lot deeper about what I do, for example,
when I work in gardens now,. I particularly look at how well each part of the garden works with other parts RHS call it 'cohesiveness' - and whather the garden needs to change to feel and look better. I also think of
the science behind things, eg should I cut off hellebore leaves as many people do - will this decrease the
photosynthesizing, and disadvantahe the plant, or will it stress the plant,so making it produce more
flowers....
I am enjoying my present work and still learning everyday. I may try and get a job in a large garden at some stage, to
give me the security of sickpay, holiday pay and a pension as I am a Father now, and my qualifications will definitely
help with this.

prepairing to lay new lawn
have improved soil, levelled and consolidated

lawn once layed

Lawns first cut after 7 weeks with colleague nic (lawn looking very lush)

Me cutting hedge on a very wet day

One of many pictures I have took of plants over the year
Love how the contrast of the persicaria red dragon and the nasturtium work together

one of the gardens I have been working on in the last year looking at its best in summer

Large hedge that me and my colleague have just finished doing. This is the 3 rd year we have cut it now and getting
better

Best regards matt kershaw

